
Everything You Need To Know About Club 33 Disney World 

 

What is Club 33 Disney World and what is in there, anyway? Here is the historical 

backdrop of this particular club, and how to get inside… 

Assuming you've had the pleasure of getting a charge out of pillowy beignets in Disneyland's 

New Orleans Square, you may have been chowing down straightforwardly beneath world-

famous large names. 

That's right - a specific VIP relax is subtle, where world leaders, mainstream society images, 

and corporate fat cats discretely gather. 

Alluded to similarly Club 33, the parlor is an ultra-particular scene for important figures to 

evade the gatherings, cool down with a beverage, and appreciate specialist food. 

Enlistment is a significantly wanted area of strength by fans - so much so that the waitlist 

should be more than 15 years in length! 

Regardless, in case the most conspicuous head honchos are regularly visiting a parlor 

located in potentially of the most popular destination in the world, how are such endless fans 

unaware of Club 33 Disney World presence? 

To be sure, the answer is basic - Disney gives staying close-lipped regarding the club. 

Regardless of Mickey's earnest attempts, a serious web significant leap could reveal the 

park's subtle strategy! 

We've aggregated all of our insider information here - so regardless of whether you can't 

move past the fifteen-year waitlist, you can anyway get the scoop on Club 33. 

What Is Club 33? 

So what's the serious deal, anyway? Between the waitlist and the retail cost (we'll get to that 

later… ), it's easy to address what the appeal of Club 33 is. 

Essentially, Club 33 Disney World is a sophisticated and lavish high-end establishment for 

tip-top visitors who value their privacy — and will pay for it. 

For notable guests partaking in the park, the club fills in as an oasis for gawking fans and the 

California heat. 

For business associates, for example, valued financial backers and corporate leaders, the 

club acts as a sophisticated setting for transactions straightforwardly in the heart of where 

the Walt Disney Company began. 

To safeguard the privacy of individuals and maintain its elevated reputation, Disney has 

taken unmatched measures to safeguard the anonymity of individuals and the air of mystery 

that encompasses Club 33. 

https://disneywire.com/2021/03/26/club-33-disney-world/


Nonetheless, in the 55 years since the launch of the club, leaked photographs and 

anecdotes from individuals will without a doubt escape everybody's notification. 

At the moment that curious fans like us piece together data from individuals and rare news 

from Disney, the puzzle of Club 33 starts to wake up. 

Today, award-winning boss connoisseur master Andrew Sutton fills in as the culinary leader 

of Club 33 Disney World. 

He and his team present expert cooking in a high-end food setting, accented by the regal 

sophistication that can be done by Disney. 

Individuals can also partake in a chilled martini or rich glass of wine in their upscale bar area, 

prepared by master mixologists, all while investigating swarms of visitors underneath. 

History Of Club 33 

Any Disney history buff will tell you that the hidden foundations of Walt's classic attractions 

come from the World's Fair. Club 33 is no exception to this. 

The 1964 World's Fair was exceptionally significant for Walt Disney. There, he designed and 

appeared in a variety of famous experiences like The world isn't a major place, Portage's 

Magic Skyway, and Great Minutes with Mr. Lincoln for a handful of major corporations. 

At the Fair, Walt visited private parlors facilitated by corporate backers, where potential 

financial backers and other special visitors were welcome to appreciate rewards and engage 

in an important conversation. 

As Disneyland was created, General Electric was set to support the classic attraction, the 

"Carousel of Progress" — anyway under the condition that Walt built a private parlor inside 

the park. 

Although it was originally expected to be located inside the Carousel of Progress, Walt 

persuaded chiefs that it would be a prevalent fit inside a new area of the park that was under 

development: New Orleans Square. 

Propelled by the VIP relaxation that Walt Disney originally saw at the 1964 World's Fair, 

Club 33 Disney World opened in May of 1967 as a private arena inside the park where 

Walt could entertain important guests. 

Over half a century later, the club keeps on having diplomats, celebrities, and corporate 

agents in an upscale climate. 

New Orleans Square, along with Club 33, would be the last land expansion that Walt Disney 

at any point straightforwardly oversaw. 

 


